This Cycling tour is perfect for those who would like to see the real
Kyoto! Kyoto is an ancient city and there are lots of narrow and
lovely back streets where buses or cars can’t drive. Just a little away
from main streets, you can enjoy the historical cityscape or everyday
life that you are not able to see from car windows. Furthermore, this
brand new style of sightseeing is good for your health and the
regional environment. It’s suitable for both children and adults. Your
friendly guides will pay attention to your safety and show you the
true Kyoto!

Back Street Tour (Private Basis)

Kinkaku Arashiyama Golden Tour (Private Basis)

Real Kyoto is hidden in the Back Streets! You’ll visit
Gion where is famous for Geisha and filled with
teahouses where Geisha entertain. Cycling Kyoto
Imperial Palace Park (The old residence of the Imperial
family) make you feel refreshed!

Away from downtown, enjoy the bike ride to Arashiyama on the outskirts of
Kyoto. Visit two World Heritage sites, Kinkaku-ji Temple (The Golden
Pavilion), Ryoanji Temple with Japan's most famous rock garden and
Hirosawa Pond (surrounded by nature and paddy fields. The stone Buddha
statues nearby always watch over the lake). Moreover, you’ll cycle through
bamboo groves, over Togetsukyo Bridge, literally "Crossing Moon Bridge"
with Mt. Arashiyama as the backdrop. This is the absolute perfect course
for Cycling!

The tour visits… Miyagawacho, Gion, River
Shirakawa and Kyoto Imperial Palace Park
Departures: Daily (except New Years Holiday)
Cycling distance: Approximately 15 kilometers
Pick up service or drop off service are not available and
please assemble at Kyoto Station Cycle Terminal near
JR Kyoto station.
AM (or PM) tour: Starts at 9:30 (or 13:30) and ends at
12:30 (or 16:30). (Approx. 3 hours)

Prices (Japanese Yen, Tax included.)
Number of Pax

Prices (per person)

1 pax

JPY18,900

2 pax

JPY11,100

3 pax

JPY8,600

4 - 5 pax

JPY7,300

The tour visits…
Kinkaku-ji Temple (Golden Pavilion)*, Ryoan-ji Temple*, Hirosawa Pond,
Bamboo Forest and Togetsukyo Bridge.
Departures: Daily (except New Years Holiday)
Cycling distance: Approximately 12 kilometers
Pick up service or drop off service are not available and please assemble
at Kinkakuji Cycle Terminal in Hotel Chrysantheme Kyoto.
Prices (Japanese Yen, Tax included.)
Number of Pax

Prices (per person)

1 pax

JPY24,500

2 pax

JPY16,500

3 pax

JPY13,000

4 - 5 pax

JPY11,700
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Remarks
* Rental bike, accident insurance, entrance admission and English speaking guiding service are included.
* No meals are included.
Remarks:
* Depending on weather condition, the tour may be substituted by walking tour.
* We recommend you to wear comfortable shoes and casual clothes which are suitable for cycling.
* It may be necessary to change the itinerary and the finishing time will be depending on weather, traffic condition
or operation reasons.
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